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Scone and contents of this thesis: 

Peat from a treeless "barrensu of the forest-

tundra transition has been studied by the method or 

pollen analysis. The frequencies of various fossil 

pollens at successively greater depths of the peat 

deposits have been determined and presented in pollen 

diagrams, whose use is discussed in the study or the 

characteristics, vegetational history and development 

of the terrain. Illustrated with photographs of the 

terrain and photomicrographs of microfossils. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The preservation in peat of identifiable pollen 

from various plants has been used by pollen analys.ts to 

indicate the vegetation growing in the locality when the 

peat was deposited. By studying successively older depths 

of the deposit, the past history of the vegetation may 

often be revealed and hence related climatic or physio

graphic changes in the region and their chronology. 

Pollen analysis was undertaken of peat in the 

Churchill region as an aid to general knowledge of the peat 

and its relation to the northern terrain. This knowledge 

is especially important since approximately the northern 

two-thirds of Canada is covered not by soils, i.e. soils 

as derived in part from rock matrix, but by peat deposits 

(organic) of many sorts and complexities. 

These complexities have long been recognized but 

not understood by specialists in various fields who have 

worked with the northern organic terrain as civilian and 

military engineers, foresters and scientists in gene1·a1. 

Organizations which have supported the investigations or 
which this is a part are the National Research Council of 

Canada and the Defence Research Board. 
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It is po~sible there has been some misconception 

by those who have considered the environs of the town and 

military campsite at Churchill as typical of the region~ 

r.L'he coastal strip of terrain at Churchill itself does not 

appear typical of the tundra nor of the one hundred and 

fifty miles of transitional forest to the south. 

For significant terrain phenomena the assemblage of 

Droblems are better to be sought and studied to the south 

of t·1hat has frequently been regarded as the Churchill area. 

The first station selected to the south was a heath located 

in a typical rtbarrensn, i.e. treeless area. 

The scope of northern terrain or nMuskegn research 

lies far beyond the aims of this thesis. At the station 

suggested, for instance, the complete investigation \'lill in

volve such primary work as physlographic, ecological and 

other related studies which are involved in applied pal_aeo

botany. The present investigation has to do almost -entirely 

with interpretation from pollen analysis which has been 

suggested as fundamental to the many aspects of the worlc 

being investigated under Professor N. W .. Radforth at 

Mei.laster University, and the Royal Botanical Gardens_, Hamilton. 

The scope of this thesis has been, first_, to develop 

a method of analysis for the peat deposits selected, in order 
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to facilitate characterization of the peat for various 

depths. This may be used in the comparison of organic 

deposits in that region. Also it is hoped that such an an 

analysis may throw light on the origin and development of 

this particular local class of treeless heath terrain. 

Finally, it is hoped that the analysis the writer is pro

posing will provide a basis for considering the physlcal 

qualities of the terrain itself, and suggest the possible 

reasons for variations noted in neighbouring tracts of 

ground. 

The lacl<: of any guide or basis for northern pollen 

studies in North America is shown by a review of the litera

ture. In the subarctic., there has been only one study in 

Alaska, a small analysis in the Mackenzie district, a study 

in Greenland in connection with archaeological work, and an 

investigation on the Labrador Coast. In the arctic regions 

there have been none at all. 

Pollen analysis itself is a young science. Erdtman, 

(1943) in his review of early literature notes that, although 

in 1885 the Swiss geologist, J. Fruh, observed numerous 

types of pollen preserved in peat, it was not until early in 

the present century that G. Lagerheim, a Swedish micro

palaeontologist, began to study fossil pollen quantitatively, 

and he has been termed by Erdtman 11 the father of modern 



pollen analysisll. It was L. Von Post, however, who really 

developed fossil pollen study, whereby the vegetational 

history so revealed might be applied to historical climate-

logy and geology. He also was the first to use pollen dia

grams showing graphically the pollen frequencies at depths 

in a peat boring. 

Pollen studies then went ahead rapidly in Europe. 

Northern Europe especially led the way and has remained the 

most important centre, where pollen studies have become nume

rous enough to be the basis for advanced work (Von Post, 1930). 

In North America the first pollen analyses were those 

made in south-eastern Canada in 1926 by V. Auer (1930). In

vestigations began in the United States in 1927 (Fuller, 1927) 

and became frequent enough that several general papers have 

appeared covering pollen analytical problems in the United 

States. (Sears, 1935, 1938; Cain, 1939; Smith 1940). 

In southern Canada, investigations following Auer 

have been made by Bowman (1931) in Quebec, by Wilson_ and 

Webster (1943) to the west of Lake Superior, and by Radforth 

(1945) in the Shipshaw area, Quebec. In western Canada, 

Erdtman (1931) made studies of peat bogs in central Alberta. 
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In the north, pollen analyses have been made of 

some Alaskan bogs by Bowman (1934) and of archaeological 

sites in Greenland by Iversen (1934). In Canada, peat 

from earth mounds in the Mackenzie district has also been 

studied by Iversen (Porsild, 1938). Extensive investiga

tions have recently been made along the Labrador coast by 

Wenner (1947). 



DESCRIPTION OF lfEArrH SITE 

Location and Physiography 

The site studied is located 33 miles south of 

Churchill on the Hudson Bay Railway. (See map, figure 1). 

The exact site of the sampling is two-tenths of a mile south 

of the railway section-point of Lamprey and 100 yards east 

of the railroad. The existence of Lamprey is indicated by 

·'- rker, nmile 477" on the railwayj which is marked every 

mile from its starting-point at Le Pas, Manitoba, to its 

terminus at Churchill, mile 510. 

Although the locality is Lat. 58° 17' N., (Long. 94° 

0 l>•JJ' it is comparable in its tree-limit proximity, and in.,.,, ' 1;1 

some aspects of its climate, to the Arctic coast at the 

r.:ac:.{enzie River delta, and in northern Alaska which is inside 

the Arctic Circle. 

Its physiographic region is that of the Hudson Bay 

Lo~1lands. This is the rather narrow belt of flat-lying 

Palaeozoic limestones covered with thick glacial till, which 

circles the lower portion of Hudson Bay within the Precambrian 

shield. The land is a very low, level plain, sloping gently 

i~to Hudson Bay. Thus, Lamprey, although the sea is 33 miles 

to the north and 40 miles to the east, is shown by the topo

graphical maps to have an altitude of only 11+0 feet,. a slope 

of five feet to the mile. 

-6
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On the Lamprey barrens itself, the topography is so 

even that the horizon presents in all directions a perfectly 

straight line, only slightly broken by a few spruce patches 

(See Plate I). The level heath is only a foot or two higher 

than the water level of marshy ground and ponds. Two gravel 

:':.l.dges, only twenty to thirty feet high, bet~1een Lamprey and 

Churchill, present the only relief seen in a large area. 

'Tr1ese ridges were also the only places where there were visible 

~atches of mineral matter, although these were small. Other

~·1ise, the entire country, including the shallow ponds, has 

a. complete cover of organic deposits. 

Johnston (1917) points out-that since the glacial 

drift completely covers the flat bedrock of limestone (Upper 

Ordivician, at Lamprey) to a depth of probably one hundred 

feet, 11 the even surface is largely due to the deposition of 

a thick sheet of boulder clay, the somewhat irregular surface 

of which has been planed off by marine erosion and the de

pressions filled by deposition of marine sedimentsu. At 

Lamprey, the sediments encountered were fine, light-coloured 

sands. 

Marine shells and beaches occurring farther south 

down to the Nelson River indicate that the land was covered 

by sea after the Pleistocene glacial ice recession from the 

locality which had been depressed below sea-level by the 
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c:acier 1 s weight. The action of the sea, in addition to 

:::a.~dng the level, reworked deposits mentioned above, is., 

a-~ least in part, responsible for the mosaic of shallow 

depressions containing ponds and small lakes, which the 

~·;2:i.ter estimates cover 30 per cent of the area at Lamprey .. 

An important feature of the terrain is the frost 

::~~;.cl its action. The heath peat, which is three to four 

:>~~et in depth, is permanently frozen below the 11.t--18 

.-~nches which thaw out by the end of the summer. Al though 

~he ponds thaw out to a depth of at least four feet, the 

~.nhibitory effect can be seen on the drainage of the ponds 

:,.f the surrounding heath is permanently frozen to a level 

h~ .~;her than the watertable. 

Another important feature of the terrain associated 

~dth frost action and presenting as many problems for related 

investigation, is the polygon formation o~ the surface of 

h(:-::ath areas. These are trench-like depressions which traverse 

the heath and, in joining, cut off' polygonal-shaped areas. 

Polygons in various farms are widespread in the arctic and in~ 

:::.he subarctic region south of Churchill, although essentially. 

absent in the vicinity of Churchill itself. 

Vegetation 

The effect presented by treeless northern country is 
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shown by the established use of the term "barrens!!. This 

is in spite of the fact that the ground is not barren of 

vegetation, but, on the contrary, consists of a completely 

nclosedn mat of vegetation. 

The extent of the barrens south of Churchill may 

be seen when travelling southward on the Hudson Bay Rail-

Hay from Churchill. After leaving the coastal five miles 
-

of partly barren country, one passes tr...rough fair-sized 

spruce forest, alternating with willow-birch scrub, until, 

twenty-five miles south of Churchill, the predominately 

barren country is entered, which extends south at least 

seventy miles. Since the barrens stretch forty miles east 

to the coast and at least thirty miles to the west, their 

area in this region alone, of the subartic, is a minimum 

of five-thousand square miles. 

This region south of Churchill is classified by 

Halliday (1937) under the Northern Transition Section 

of the Boreal Forest. Hustich (1949) has pointed out 

that in Labrador~ Halliday's Northern Transition should 

be divided into a Taiga and a more northerly Forest-Tundra 

section. Hustich saysJ 11 In the forest-tundra, the forest 

occurs only in patches and the whole area is dominated by 

barren ground with characteristic plant and animal lifen. 

Thus the Lamprey region would be termed 0 rorest-tundran:. 
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The nearest patch of forest to the Lamprey 

~:.i te is a spruce woods a. mile-a..11d-one-half to the north .. 

This patch is approximately a mile wide, as is a similar 

patch seen seven miles south of Lamprey. 

-
A single spruce, six feet high was growing on the 

site. This specimen was a black spruce (Picea mariana) 

;,.ihile another, three-:hundred feet away, t'ms a white spruce 

(Pic~a glauca). The latter, although only six feet high, 

had at least sixty annual rings, of which the last twenty 

rings showed greater growth, perhaps due to the improved 

drainage when the railway was built. 

The low, level habit of the vegetation, matching 

the topography can be seen in the photographs (Plate I). 

Shrubs of Betula glandulosum, and to a lesser degree, 

Salix spp. grow to a height of only one to three feet, 

and since they usually occur in the depressions, add little 

vertical variation to the terrain. 

The heath mat is dense and level, although small 

tussocks of organic matter and clumps of Ledum palustre 

may give it a bumpy appearance. The mat itself is pre

dominately reindeer lichen (Cladonia spp.), which appears 

to be succeeding its associates, members of the heath 

family - Vaccinium vitis-idaea, Empetrum nigrum, with 
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occasionally Andromeda polifolia and Vaccinium oxycoccus. 

Also in the mat there occurred occasionally slight bits 

of sedge, while Rubus chamaemorus, the only forb seen in 

the mat, was particularly common at the site shown in 

Plate I, figure 2. 

Depressed areas bordering ponds, as seen in Plate I, 

figure 1, showed a succession from open marsh of either or 

1)oth of Er:i.ophorum spp. or Carex spp., through a closed mat 

association of the same plants, in which dwarf birch then 

took hold. At the edge or in slight depressions o:r the 

mat, as in the trenches of polygons, Sphagnum spp. were 

g:rowing, although dying and overgrown with lichen. 

Certain features concerning the vegetation show 

r-elationships to accompanying physiography, which are being 

explored by other workers in related studies. 



IvIETHODS AJ:i"'D OBSERVATIONS 

I Sampling 

The usual methods of peat sampling were quite 

useless at this site. In spite of the ground thawing all 

su~mer, there were only fourteen inches of unfrozen material 

\·1hich could be drilled with the Davis peat borer, usually 

c:::r)loyed on peat deposits, and two other methods of sampling 

had. to be used. 

The first complete bore i.e. series of samples at 

su.ccessive depths from the surface to the bottom of the 

peat, was made by the following method, and will be referred 

tJ as Bore (A). The unfrozen peat was removed from an area 

:::.:::.x feet square, exposing the frozen peat surface, which 

v:s.s chopped to excavate a pit. Due to the peculiar and 

remarkably tough structure of the frozen peat, &.'1. axe was 

found to be more effective than a pick. From one side of 

the pit so formed, a series of samples, each five or six 

inehes long and about two inches in diameter, were·taken 

from the surface to the bottom of the pit._ The outer sur

face of each channel sample was cut off in case there had 

been contamination from pollen in the air. Then the samples 

i·1ere placed quickly in covered sample-jars or honey-pails. 

A second method of sampling was used to obtain 

Bore (B). The sharpened end of a heavy pipe of two-inch 

-12
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Jiameter was driven several inches into the frozen peat 

·:~·:r nu.merous blows of a sledge-hammer; the pipe was then 

withdrawn, and the core pushed out. The pipe was re

placed in the hole and the process repeated. This drill 

::ad been constructed by Mr. J. Croal, of Defence Research 

ard, for frozen soil studies. 

Care was taken in replacing the drill in the hole 

~o avoid knocking surface peat into the hole; but to be 

safe, a portion was cut off the top of each section. 

?artly due to a shortage of containers, the sections com

prising the upper eighteen inches were separately wrapped 

in paper towelling, while the lower sections, which re

leased considerable water on thawing, were peeled to fit 

~~nto vials of three-quarter-inch diameter .. 

To preserve the peat against microbiological action, 

alcohol was added to bring the melt-water content of the 

containers to seventy per cent. Those samples in paper 

towelling were soaked in seventy per cent alcohol, and 

allowed to dry out completely. This latter method of 

t'Jrapping and drying the peat was found most satis.factory, 

• .i-since the core kept l vS shape and structure, whereas the 

frozen peat put in containers melted and mixed .. 

The location of Bore (A) was on a small heath area 

having Betula-Eriophorum marsh within eight feet to the 



223 ~ and twelve feet to the west. Plate I, figure 1, 

::hct'is the position of Bore (A) and the thirty feet of 

c:::n·sh to the east separating it from the large heath area 

o~ which Bore (B) was located. 

II Description of Peat 

The peat types encountered and their depths are 

s:;own in Table I. In Bore (A), the mineral substrate was 

~ot reached at the bottom at forty-two inches; but in 

3cr·e (B)J fineJ light-coloured sand was reached at forty

tl1ree inches .. 

More detailed observations of the peat layers were 

:~:2.de on Bore (B) than on Bore (A). These revealed that the 

·:.-.hree groups of Sphagnum peat in·Bore (A), alternating with 

black, decomposed peat, showed many smal_l alternate layerings. 

Comparisons of the descriptions indicated in the 

table reveal other structural variations in the peats. To 

account for these is not within the scope of this thesis. 

They are, however, significant and helpful in those in

vestigations which parallel this one. Some of the varia

tion assists in the explanation of statistical phenomena 

revealed in the pollen analyses as shown later. 

The term, 11 undecomposedn, has been frequently used 

in the table in connection with the term nsphagnum peat". 

It should be noted that in most of this peat so little 
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cbeomposi tion had occurred that complete plants of 

sphagnum could be picked out. 

The wood indicated in the table consisted of 

several pieces, each of which was encased in one-quarter 

tO one-half inch of pure ice. Small lenses of pure ice 

also occurred independently in the peat. The largest 

piece of wood measured three inches by one-half inch, and 

although quite soft, could be sectioned well enough to 

identify it as larch (Larix sp.). 

Although studied only briefly in connection with 

this wor.k, a few rough pH measurements were made o.f this 

peat. Fresh sphagnum peat near the surface was very acid, 

ptt 3. :Measurements made of similar peat, dried :ror some 

time, compared closely, thus making determinations appear 

possible after storage of peat. A thin layer of black, 

decomposed type of peat near the surface had a similar pH; 

but from the bottom of the peat deposit, black peat was 

only pH 6, while the sphagnum peat remained as acid as 

above. 



TABLE I 


Type of peat at depths of two borings 

BORE (A) BORE (B) 
DEPTH 

PEAT 'Yf PE INCHES PEAT TYPE-~~;c.:us 

0-~ Black, decomposed 

2-10 Sphagnum (brown) 
undecomposed 

.10-13 Black) fine, 
decomposed 

l3 (Frost surface) 

13-22 Sphagnum, undecomp. 

22.-2.5 Black, sl. decomp. 
Sedge leaves? 

l.~-2...9 Black, undecomposed 
Sedge? Wood 

Sphagnum, sl. decomp. 
and fibrous. Wood 

32.-34 Sphagnum, sl. decomp. 

34-112. Black, decomposed 
Sedge? 

42 (Bottom still peat) 

0-2 

2-15 

14 

15-16 

16-17 

17-18 

18-19 

19-20 

20-21 

21-25 

25-27 

27-28 

28-33 

33-41 

41-43 

Dark brown, fibrous 

Sphagnum, undecomposed 

(Frost surface) 

Dark brown, fibrous, 
decomposed wood 

Sphagnum, undecomposed 

Black, fine, decomposed 

Sphagnum, undecomposed 

Black, decomposed 

Sphagnum, undecomposed 

Black, fibrous, gritty 

Sphagnum, sl. decomposed 

Black, gritty 

Sphagnum, sl. decomposed 

Black, fine, decomposed; 
Some ericaceous leaves 

Fine sand 
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III Analytieal rrechniques 

The chief steps in the preparation of· peat for 


:l.len. counts are: 


(1) Deflocculation of peat. 

(2) Concentration of pollen. 

(3) Mounting the pollen. 

(4) Counting and tabulating. 

Deflocculation of the peat was by the alkali, 


J ~~2ssium-h~rdroxide method. First, the sample for each 


cpth (e.g. 0-6 or 6-11 inches) was thoroughly mixed. 


Al)9roximately one cc. of the peat was boiled with fifteen . 

c~. of ten per cent potassium hydroxide solution for twenty 

The deflocculated peat was diluted with water and 

~he pollen concentrated by centrifuging. The washing and 

centrifuging were then repeated. 

A small amount of the pollen-bearing sediment was 

mounted in a media of three-quarter-strength corn syrup, 

':rL thout a cover glass. The surface of the mount was found 

to harden sufficiently within a few minutes to prevent 

any contamination from pollen settling from the air. As 

in all stages of the preparatio~, precautions were taken, 

such as continual covering of the material, to prevent 

contamination. 

-17
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A cover glass was not used, as it has been observed 

:~r~2. t currents under the cover glass affected certain pollens 

but ~ot others; thus altering their relative frequencies in 

~he counts. 

The corn-syrup medium used by Radforth (1945) was 

to be simple and effective for temporary mounts. At 

any time, a drop of water applied to the surface softened 

~.11~:_, ;:1ec1ia sufficiently to allow manipulation of the grains 

to c:: ~udy identif;{ing features. It was found, ho·wever, that 

t!'l'.2 r:h::dium was not too reliable for permanent mounts, since 

scrn2 optical qualities are lost after a few months. 

Pollen counts were made at a magnification of 150X, 

measurements and the examination of not-easily

iden~ified grains was made at 430X. The slides were con

tr·olled by a mechanical stage. Counts were made of usually 

200 microfossils, but as many as 400 were counted when one 

type was of high frequency and pollen were numerous. 

Identification of the pollen types was made, using 

reference slides of modern pollen species - especially those 

oI' the present Churchill flora. Aid was also received from 

certain papers containing notes on identification and photo

micrographs (Wilson and Webster, 1942) or drawings (Erdtman, 

1943; Lewis and Cocke, 1929; Sears, 1930; Wilson, 1934; 

Wodehouse, 1935). 
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Photomicrographs were taken with a Leica 

~ 3 nera and Ibso photomicrographic attachment, using 

D~pont Microcopy film and Dll developer. A Bausch and 

Lo:-::b monocular microscope was used Ni th a 4 3X, 0. 65 N .A. 

·--:. hroillatic ob~jective, a lOX: Leitz Periplan ocular, and a 

l.~5 N.A. Abbe condensor. 
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--.~ that degree and where the genus is considered to be 

o\' ::;articular paleoecological significance. Other pollen 

a.r~ tabulated as families or plant groups .. 

With Picea pollen~ the species f· glauca (Plate II, 

.f ,l._g,u.rt. 2) was found to be separable from the smaller P. 

!!}:}r_~a'l~ (Plate II, figure 1). Some grains of the former 

~e.r~at first considered to be the similar-sized Abies, 

as \lilson (1942) believes many workers have done. However, 

the.. hemispherical shape of the bladders, as seen in distal 

Vie.if/, definitely distinguish P. glauca from the Abies, 

\\hicib shows spherical baldders. No fossil Abies pollen 

'.,:~:.3 observed. The grains of Pinus (Plate II, figure 3) 

-.·:ere referable to P. banksiana, no larger grains of the 

~ere southerly P. resinosa being observed. 

The pollen listed as Herbaceous was almost entirely 

Cowpositae and Rosaceae (Rubus chamaemorus was predominant 

f',;::; :- the group, and present only, in the two top depths of 

Similarly, Plantago was the predominant her

biceous pollen in the base sample of Bore (A) and otherwise 

""*3-s p:resent only slightly at the base of Bore (B). 

An unidentified microfossil, termed grain ttL\! 

(Plate II, figure 16) was relatively common at thirty-two to 

thirty-six inches in Bore (A), and present only again in the 

surface sample of Bore (B). 

http:l._g,u.rt
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Mlcrofossil perccn <:• o ·" p:~ ·-- .:- Bor-t. lA)~_.. ..i. ....... c1 '

---~---·~ ... ·- ··-· - -~~---~-----·-·--· --~---~-~--·-·--- --,.----~---.-~-~-..,_., ___ ·----~·---··· .. --~-----~----

DE prl'l1 III IH CHE~) 

POLLEN TYPE lt0-42 36-l~O 32-36 26-32 22-26 17-22 11-17 6-11 0-6 

Picea glauca 3 2 3.5 r
:J 12 5 14 c:. 

_J 12 

Picea mariana 5 10 2 4 6 ".( 
-' 17 19 18 

Pinus 14 14 2.5 31 22 15 18 7 18 

Betula 5 12 1.5 7 2 16 16 12 h, 
~ 

Alnus 

Salix 

Ericales 

l 

-
3 

1 

-
1 

1 

.5 

.5 

-
-
-

-
-
-

4 

2 

-

4 

.5 

3 

1 .. 5 

2 

1.5 

1 

..., 
J 

I 
f\) 
!\) 

I 

Cyperacaae 33 54 3 ltQ 1~6 34 21~ 22 25 

Gramineae 5 2 1.5 3 4 5 1 7 4 

Herbaceous 19 - l 2 2 3 .5 

Filicales 5 2 2 2 - 2 - 2 

Lycopodium - - .5 - - l .5 - -
Sphagnum 

Stomata 

7 

2 

lJ

-
7.5 

-
'l 

4. 

5 

3 

10 

2 

3 

1.5 

20 13 



1~'1~~1;,L~-~ L
--·" --------~~· 

Microfossil percent~~es cf ;eat Bore (E) 
-~·-------

DEPTH IH INCHES 

POLLEN TYPE 40-43 36-40 32-36 26-32 22-26 17-22 11-17 6-11 0-6 
---

Picea glauca 18 9 1n 25 1+ ~?8 lf3 p
,..) 1 1 _.t..;.., 

Picea mariana 16 50 8 9 2 15 12 1~- 28 

Pinus 20 12 35 10 ?_; 
., r 
J.? 11 6 7 

Betula 5 9 3.5 2.5 2.5 ? 
...) 6 i:::: 

J 13 i 
\\) 
VJ 

Alnus - - - 11. 1 - - 6 5 
I 

Salix 4 - - 2 - - - - 3.5 

Ericales 7 4 i..5 - 1 10 10 21 9 

Cyperaceae 15 10 4 11 2.5 5 6 5 6 

GraminE~ae - 3 - 3.5 3 ~ _, 4 r::• ..,I 3 4.5 

Herbaceous 8 - - - l 8 6.5 14 5 

Filicales - - l 2· l - - 5 4 

Sphagnum 7 3 5 32 82 13 21{ 13 6 

Stomota 2 10 - - 3 
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This sporadic appearance of Rubus, Plantago, and 

the (;:::'ain nL 11 
, as well as the extremely high frequency of 

$phabnum at one depth in each of Bore (A) and Bore (B}, 

sugge.sts the preservation in the peat or pollen in masses 

su.c.h as anthers. This is to be expected, perhaps, con-

s'lde,r:Lng the very poor decomposition of the plant remains, 

e.Gpt.cially sphagnum, .as mentioned in the description of 



DISCUSSION 

In spite of the rather indefinite trends shown by 

cf the pollen diagrams, there are some features which 

:>~finite and others which are not so apparent. 

Sphagnum in Bore (B) shows a definite maximum and 

Pinus and Cyperaceae show gradual de

c,.tlne..s from the beginning of the deposit. Picea glauca 

i;ho~ a gene-r~al maximum in the middle of the peat profile; 

w\\a-t- ? . mariana, predominating earlier, reverts to a strong 

fi.A.X\ti\u.m in the upper layers of the peat. Revertence is also 

,s\"\o'Wfi by Betula and Ericales, with Alnus and Salix showing 

\,\..Fi ;;ossibility. The Gramineae are stable, of' low frequency 

and relatively unimportant, as are the Filicales. Herbaceous 

'rt.qt~2ncies are substantial at the very bottom, but are con

tradictory in the upper halves of the two Bores. 

The extent to which the pollen of the surface samples 

::r;o,·1 discrepancies with the present vegetation on the barrens 

chculd be noticed. The conifers in both Bores represent just 

:.:.nder 50 per cent of the total pollen, yet the nearest woods 

:L"e l~ miles away. The frequency of Pinus in Bore (A) is 18 

:·,:::r• cent, although the nearest known pine stands are at least 175 

=:les distant. Alnus is present as five per cent, although the 

w:'i t>2r has never seen any in the Churchill region. It may, 
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'(\owe.v'er, grow on the banks of near-by rivers, the clo3est 

0~ vll\:_ch is t~w miles. 

rrhe fossil pollen of plants may represent to a 

vac~.- in~; degree the importance of the plants in the vegeta

~on at the time of the peat deposition. 

Thus Pinus is often much over-represented, due to 

~~e. ; :2olific production and far-travelling ability of its 

9o_l~n. Another reason for the non-representation of the 

6W"'face samples is that they consist of the top siA inches 

~.~·~h j_ncludes underlying sphagnum peat. Since the cover 

toda:/ is lichen-ericaceous, the top sample includes the 

d.e.pas:Ltion of a previous and different vegetation and its 

The indefinite trends and depth-to-depth fluctuations 

cJ' some pollens such as Picea glauca and Sphagnum in Bore (A) 

~a¥ not necessarily reflect similar floral ch&.~ges. They 

~ be due to the preservation of pollen masses as mentioned 

previously, or due to the layers of different peat types 

ha~ln6 var:~ling degrees of decomposition, which could alter 

~~~ poll~n preservation, as has been mentioned by Cain (1939). 

\J,._:·nner (1947) says of Labrador, a The fluctuations of the 

\)ercentages, especially in short diagrams of the barren region 

a:~e often difficult to interpret" . 
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Differences may be seen between pollen frequencies 

~0 , ·:::.e t·;;o bores, such as the much higher frequencies of 

Cjp~r~.:.·;eae in Bore (A). This is due to the peat at the 

r ,, ) -.... .• ,gt t~ of Bore ".:-~ , W.1.ilcn, being only eight feet from sedge 

·1i·c.lld rece:Lve more sedge pollen than Bore (B) which 

'WaS at least .fifty feet from a depression of sedge. Other 

cU..\'.f~tnces between the Bores would be expected, since a 

C~'C'\a\..n peat i'acies in or:i.e Bore could be more compressed 

t\\an i.n the second Bore, _and an equivalent depth in each 

~:rrt.. ~·1ould not contain the same peat strata. This difference in 

\a.:i(J"'S of the two Bores is seen in Table I. 

These qualifying factors suggest that further borings 

9¥\0\Ald be analysed to study the relationships of local varia

t'-oo-s with vegetation on the one hand and peat stratification 

gn the other. Until this is done, accurate conclusions cannot 

be.. drawn from the pollen diagrams regarding past vegetational 

:1l0tory and its significance. 

In sections of the United States, numerous analyses 

hav'(., been made by many workers, and study of their similari

t;ies and differences has established the significance of 

\Lrt2.in pollen types and their t1·ends in pollen diagrams. 

i'rorri. these, deductions have been made regarding past climatic 

and other phenomena, but with much resulting controversy. 
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Cain (1939) says, HAs a matter of fact, until the 

r~lat~ons between the modern distribution of trees and climate 

::; r: .: :_: tcr understood, interpretations of the pas i; wlll be 

so~what uncertain at the best. The evidence of pollen
( 

StatLs,t:lcs should be bolstered by modern floI·istic geo

jra.p~] ,:::.nd by stratigraphical, geological and archaeological 

~ac.\t) ·,;l1erever possiblen. 

A few tentative suggestions regarding the past 

Yt.:t3t..t.atrion arise, however, from the observ·ations on the peat 

a"<.L D'.'t t_:he pollen diagrams. The peat, at least, suggests a 

t\On-.sp,ha:::snum vegetation in the immediate vicinity at the 

~tt:V\lng of the peat deposition. The presence of larch wood 

a~ a ~e.ptb of 26-36 inches then indicates succession to at 

wooded cover .. 

Spha6num then invaded the area and has been responsible 

for :he majority of the peat deposition to date. The absence 

·:.:· ·:.:"f'es from the region today confirms the extinction of 

.\\;_~·e2t by the acid sphagnum-bog conditions. The slight sur

-f\a:: peat and the vegetation today, show that a recent change 

-~ C80ditions has allowed the replacement of sphagnum by 

lichen-ericaceous heath, and the immigration of the two small 

sprue~ mentioned in the description of vegetation. This 

spha;num retrogression is similar to that recorded in Alberta 

·it\ll~U<lgs 11 by Lewis and Dowding ( 1926), who present evidence 

for drier climate as the cause. 
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The fairly high percentages of pine pollen do not 

i\~c.essarily indicate that pine has grown at Lamprey in the 

Although today's probable pine limit is at least 175 

nHes either to the south or west of Lamprey (Halliday, 1937; 

~aup, 1936), pine pollen is common 1.n surface samples even 

at Churc...~ill to the north. Pinus, as mentioned, can be much 

ore~-represented by its abundant pollen even at long distances. 

lhl.\S £rd.tman (19.31) says that bogs in Central Alberta showed 

a pre.dominance of pine pollen, although pine 'V'JaS not growing 

t\Qt" .. b:J· If pine had grown near the Lamprey site, much higher 

pe~centages of pirie pollen might have been expected. The dia

3rall\3 suggest that the somewhat higher frequencies are only 

re1ative and are due to comparatively low depositions of 

spru.ce. and other grains. 

It is difficult to explain, however, the presence or 

pine macrofossils, the stomatal cells. In a similar case, 

Pae.gri (1945) suggested that they might have come from pine 

needles blown on the snow, but was surprised at their presence 

nine miles from the nearest pine forest. It is much more 

&u.rp1--ising at Lamprey to find them at least 175 miles from 

.t;h • :~'re·- .sent~- '--' l .!! 
V•- D._.J. 

4 n.o mi· t---- .Ll 

The pollen frequencies at the base of the deposit, 

Sl\33est a herbaceous-ericaceous heath vegetation together with 

§~d.ge, which throughout, probably dominated the wet habitats. 
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S'.'hrvb sue.cession, or at least, rise, is indlcated by a 

:~e high frequencies next, in Bore (B) of first' Picea 

C')o;.r\~ '.:::1d then P .. glauca, suggest the succession of spruce, 

.. >· t.he. unchanged frequencies in Bore (A) may indicate, to

~a~ w.~th the preserved larch wood, the dominance at Bore 

(A~ ~- tkat tree. The advent of sphagnum is then indicated, 

~i>e:.c.,~all.Y in Bo1... e (B), with extinction to some degree of the 

sprttc.e ::_-.uggested between the depths of 22-32 inches. The 

k~sh frequency of Picea mariana then suggests the revival of 

t~~ vre&ent-day spruce woods in their scattered patches. 

;righ frequencies of the shrubs, Betula, Alnus and 

~!ix::_ ocC.ur in the top levels. The abundance of Ericales pollen, 

~.tnnin:s as much as four depths from the top, point the way 

tO the ~Lnvasion of sphagnum by the heath group, culminating 

1~ tke complete lichen-heath replacement of today. 



/ 

SUM1·LL\RY 

~.eat :·.:,··-)::1 a treeless heath "barrens" of the forest-tundra
1.. 

- .: ~0 11 th o-? Churchill, Manitoba, has been ~t:udiedt raf\~l t..i..on, ~ OJ...,<A ... 

2 • T~o ;)iJ{'in:,_;s of the peat underlying a:reas of lichen-ericaceous 

"eat~, :1a-I,:; been analysed to obtain the frequenciea of cer

t.8,{ {I:\ ~=,ollen at nine successive depths, and the results 

~· ~ r.:at deposits were shown to be three-and-one-half feet 

a~, permanently frozen, except for the upper thirteen 

ll\C..hes, and consisted largely of very undecomposed sphag-

f\\J.~ :., eat, containing larch wood at a lower depth. 

L\. .At>\7'6rent fluctuations and indefinite trends of certain 

po:l~ns have been suggested as not representative of simi

tar floristic action, but as due to local conditions, in 

p~:.. r,i(!u.lar, the peat. 

5. CU-t-2.in differences between the analyses or·the two bores 

e«p~2size that numerous analyses and the study of related 

to~ilt:o~s must be made before reliable interpretation of 

pa '.t: -.,,eL:etation and conditions can be made. 
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'Th.c: h:'...gh frequency of Pinus, gradually declining, is 

~ot necessarily believed to represent the presence of 

~ir:e in the immediate vicinity at any time, although 

tf:-~e p!'esence here of pine stomata at least 175 miles 

-from the present pine limit is surprising. 

for reasons presented, only a very tentative interpreta

t ;_on o:f' the past history of the area can be proposed .. 

zt is sug3ested that the past vegetational history followed 

t'.1is pattern: {sedge dominating the wet areas throughout) 

r-:erbaceous-ericaceous heath; birch shrub; spruce forest, 

probably black spruce followed by white spruce and larch~ 

sphagnum, causing the extinction of the woods; revival of 

black spruce in the scattered patches of today, followed 

:3hortly by shrub immigration in other areas; rise of 

ericaceous plants in the sphagnum, ending in its extinction, 

and growth of the present lichen-ericaceous heath. 
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EXPL..l\.NATION OF PI.iATE I 

The photographs show the terrain at the Lamprey 

heath, and the sites where the two peat profiles were 

sampled. Ph,Jtographs were made on August 11, 194·7, 

t.fit:h a Leica came1-"la_, on 35 mm Kodachrome film from 

which black and white copies were made. 

Figure 1 - Terrain at the Lamprey site - treeless heath 

interspersed with numerous small ponds and 

Eriophoru~-Car2x associations in wet areas. 

In the left foreground is the site where the 

pit was made, and in the centre of the heath 

beyond the sedge area the drill sample was 

made; loo1dng east away from the railroad. 

Figure 2 - The site of the drill sample looking north; 

I:Ir. E. Huff, Nr. J. Croal. 
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EXPLl\J~A'l'IO:~ OF PLA'l'E II 

The microfossil photographs are at an enlarge

ment of 750X (Scale, 7.5!~to cm.). A Bausch & Lomb monocul 

microscope was used with a 43X, 0.65 N.A. achromatic object~· 
i.. "~ 

a 1~25 N~A. Abbe condenser, and a lOX Leitz Periplan ocular·: 

A Leica camera with a Leica Ibso photomicrographic attachme~ 

~:as used with Dupont Nicrocopy f:Llrn and Dll developer. 

Figure 1 .. Pieea rrn.:r lane: 

F'igure 2. - P:Lcea ~laU:_£~ 
-~-

?Figure ..) .. - Pinus banl-csiana 

Pigures lt, 5-, 6 .. Betula sp. 

F:i.gure 7. 

Figure 8 .. - S "'l·1-.r ~D 
-~~ 

Figure 9. Ericalcs, probably Empetrum nigrum 

Figures 10, 11.- C~rperaceae 

Figures 12, 13.- Lycopodium complanatum 

F'igures 14, 15.- Sphagnum sp .. 

uLnFigure 16. - Unidentified, Grain 


Figure 17. Stomatal cell of Pinus sp. 
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